20th May 2015 will see the Premiere of Azul Beach Club Bali with a special
performance of music collaboration by Dj Mike Steva and friends, headlining the event
till 8 PM, and then continued by resident DJ Stevie G and DJ Morgan spinning till wee
hours. Doors open at 4.30 PM admission is 100 K includes first drink
Adding to Legian’s white sand, blue water aesthetic comes AZUL Beach Club; an all‐
encompassing epicurean experience, where the cocktails are playful & bold, the menu
is unique and fresh.

With its spectacular beachfront location overlooking the Indian Ocean, AZUL Beach
Club is the ultimate social elites’ getaway. Over three levels of unique discoveries
offered from dining, cocktail culture and beach club atmosphere. AZUL Beach Club
whilst sophisticated is a casual experience where the guest can lounge, dine, unwind
or host private exclusive events, day or night. Highly interactive chef’s, chic savvy
service, charismatic talent and a chill‐out DJ music stylist enhancing the moods in the
evenings,
With a strong focus on the architecture and interior design; it’s hard to go unnoticed.
The interior is primarily blue in color, echoing the nearby turquoise ocean and the

name, AZUL, which is also means “a shade of blue”.
The culinary team is led by Executive Chef Arief Wicaksono; whom his career spans for
more than 30 years in Bali, Dubai and the United Arab Emirates. This experience shines
through in the diverse menu, which focuses on a unique approach ‘farm to table’
freshness. While the cocktails are designed by critically acclaimed Global Mixultant,
Joseph Boroski .
A specially designed sound system and featured artists for the venue ensure AZUL’s
atmosphere intentionally complements the entire epicurean experience.

For further information contact:
AZUL Beach Club
Beach Front Jl. Padma 2, Legian, Bali, Indonesia
T. (62‐361) 765759 |
info@azulbali.com|www.azulbali.com

